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From our President!
Here we go again! Thank you to the membership for electing me president. I hope to keep the
club 'on track' so that we can continue to put on our terrific events. I would love to have more
members step up to Board positions, Test committee positions and Tracking judgeships in the
coming year and would be more than willing to mentor anyone who is interested.
Thank You to outgoing president, Charlene Lundeen, for the excellent work you did.
Hope everyone has a wonderful holiday season and looking forward to the party in February.
Cheers, Mie
From the Editor:
TCV Members,
2018 was a wonderful year for TCV. Members came together for tracking fun, good food and
hosted 4 tracking tests! A TCV Beginner Clinic was well attended, Ilene and Lynda Morgan did
a TDU Clinic for the club.
As I look back on our year, I have to smile and be proud of our club as I reflect not only on
how many members volunteer, but also how many of these volunteers put personal touches on
their tasks to make our club truly special. The food, the prizes, the unique draw for tracks, the
TD hand painted wooden T’s, Rene’s hand drawn tracking maps, all add up to a special
experience for teams that enter!
Happy Tracking,
Linda Shelvey

Pass Rates
Here are pass rate stats for the various levels of AKC Tracking tests for 2016 and (2017).
TD: 51.9% (52.2%), TDU: 27.2% (30.9%), TDX: 22.0% (21.7%) and VST: 11.7% (11.7%).

TCV’s April 2018 TD/TDX Test
We had 3 TD passes and 1 TDX pass at our April 22, Spring Test.
Earning new TD titles:
Cayberry Deloro's The Ciao Factor TD, owned by Louis and Karen Scotti
Coyote Run Ewe N Me 4 Ever RN TD, owned by Deb Eldredge DVM and Kate Eldredge
Braehead's Valient Gabriel TD(2) CGC TKN, owned by Julianna Goodwin
New TDX:
Raice TD TDX, owned by Rio Demers
Congratulations !

A nice deer antler shed was found by
Debbie Grandquist!

BEGINNERS CLINIC Pictures

I was drafted by Joan Bradley at the last TCV meeting to write an article for the "4 Legs and a Tail”
publication that was, as I understood it, to be what tracking is all about and to feature TCV and all we
do to promote tracking. So here it is!! - Emily McDermott
TRACKING—A WONDERFUL SPORT FOR YOU AND YOUR DOG
Tracking is a sport in which a dog follows a human scent trail---the track—and locates
articles placed there by the human track layer.
All dogs naturally have a keen sense of smell and love using their noses to follow interesting
scents through fields and woods. In tracking, the handler must teach the dog to stay on a
specific scent on a specific track until the dog finds the articles left by the track layer and
gets to the end of the track. Unlike obedience and rally and agility where the dog must
respond to the handler’s commands, in tracking the dog is completely in charge, for only the
dog knows how to use his nose and follow the track to the end.
The American Kennel Club (AKC) offers four tracking titles: Tracking Dog (TD), Tracking
Dog Urban (TDU), Tracking Dog Excellent (TDX), and Variable Surface Tracking (VST). A
Champion Tracker (CT) is awarded to those dogs that have earned titles at all three levels:
TD or TDU, TDX, and VST.
TD and TDX tests are held in fields and woods, while TDU and VST tests are held on college
campuses or industrial parks. To earn a tracking title a dog needs to pass the test in a
particular level only once.
At a tracking test each dog has its own track, and tracks for each dog entered are plotted by
the two AKC judges and the tracklayer the day before the test. On test day the tracklayer
officially walks the track at the appointed time leaving an article like a sock with the
tracklayer’s scent at the start flag and a final article, for example a leather glove, at the end
of the track.
In the TD there is only a start article and end article, in the TDU there is an additional article
left somewhere along the track, and in the TDX and VST there are two intermediate articles
left along the track. The dog must find all the articles.
In a TD test, for example, when dog and handler approach the start flag all the handler sees
are the start flag and a directional flag and a very large imposing field. It is up to the dog to
take the scent at the start and follow the track to the glove at the end. The dog is on a
harness with a long line attached. The handler must stay at least 20 feet behind the dog
and follow the dog, without any guidance, watching for corner indications by the dog until
the dog finds and stops at the end article. There is nothing more thrilling and exciting than
finding that final article at the end of the track and earning the TD!!
Since all dogs have a natural ability to follow a scent, any breed is capable of learning to
track with proper instruction. The first step, then, in teaching a dog to track is to find
someone experienced in tracking to work with or to contact a tracking club.

This area of Vermont is fortunate to have the TRACKING CLUB OF VERMONT (TCV) ready to
help dog and owner get started in tracking. TCV was established in 1991 and currently has
about 80 members. Most are from Vermont, but a few are also from New York, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Jersey. Meetings are held the fourth
Thursday of each month in the Rutland area, and these meetings are open to the public. It
would be hard to find a club more active and supportive of tracking than TCV.
One way TCV encourages and supports the sport of tracking is by offering tracking
instruction for all levels including a Beginner’s Clinic in the spring and clinics for more
advanced dogs in the spring and summer. In addition to formal clinics, informal tracking
sessions are often held by TCV members who get together to track in local fields and woods
or on college campuses. Whether a person trains and works for AKC titles or trains for the
sheer pleasure of being outside in the fields interacting with dogs and friends, one quickly
realizes that tracking is a fascinating and wonderful sport. The camaraderie among the
tracking community can’t be beat.
In addition to clinics, TCV also holds four and sometimes five tracking tests a year: two
TD/TDX combined tests, one TDU test, one VST test, and sometimes an extra TD test.
The TD and TDX tests are held at Smokey House Center, Danby, VT, and the TDU and VST
tests are at Castleton University, Castleton, VT. These tests are held in April, June, October
and November or December. The dates of the 2018 tests are below.
To hold this many tracking tests in a year requires a tremendous amount of organization and
a large and active number of members willing to do all the jobs necessary for a successful
test. TCV is an outstanding club with wonderful and amazing members always willing to
step up and do whatever is asked.
Anyone wanting to learn more about tracking should contact the club secretary Joyce
Pedone, vtterrier@gmail.com for further information.
There is also a website: www.trackingclubofvermont.org.
Below are the dates that the 2018 TCV tracking tests were held:
April 22, TD/TDX test, Smokey House Center;
June 23, TDU test, Castleton University;
October 14, TD/TDX test, Smokey House Center;
November 11, VST test, Castleton University;
The 2019 Schedule will be finalized soon.
Anyone interested in tracking should feel free to come and watch these tests in 2019!
You will be amazed and fascinated!!

HANDLING CORNERS: Tracking_Dog@yahoogroups.com
In many cases, circling at a corner is the result of a lack of trust on the part of the handler.
Second guessing your dog can cause them to circle, which in some cases isn't them working
the scent but rather wasting enough time that you will follow them when they finally commit to
a particular direction, having convinced you that they have checked out all possibilities. In
reality, most times the dog knows where the track goes, but have learned to check anyway due
to hesitation on the part of the handler.
To avoid this, it's important that in training turns initially, you A) know where the turn is and
which way it goes and B) you go with the dog without hesitation and C) you reward the turn
with an article and/or treat shortly after the turn.
This does not necessarily mean you have to lay your own tracks, but your tracklayer must be
able to alert you to an upcoming turn so that you can study your dog's behavior at the turn and
follow the dog with confidence. In order for you, the handler, to learn about your dog's turns,
your tracklayer will at first tell you where the turn is and which direction. ("There's a left at the
oak tree.")
As you progress, the tracklayer instructions become deliberately more vague without reference
to distance or direction. ("You're approaching a turn") Only when both you and your dog are
comfortable making these turns right and left do you begin to do blind turns where you do not
know where the turn is, but by then you should have enough faith in the dog's ability to
follow anyway.
Start with open turns, not 90s. These slight changes of direction likely won't phase the dog at
all. Gradually tighten the turns until the dog is working 90s in both directions confidently. Keep
rewarding turns with articles shortly after and gradually increase the distance to the reward as
the dog progresses. At first, you may get some circling, but usually the dog will quickly make a
decision to get his reward. That's not to say your dog will never circle, or that circling is a bad
thing. If you have already taught the dog to circle through your constant hesitation to follow,
you'll just have to let the dog do it and be able to read his commitment when he does finally
make the correct turn.
There are also times when the dog who otherwise is confident about taking turns is genuinely
confused by swirling scent or other conditions that make the track more difficult. By the time
you encounter this, one would hope you have done enough known turns and have religiously
studied
your dog's behavior both on track and on turns that you will have the PATIENCE to allow the
dog all the time he needs to figure out the problem and give a clear indication for you to
follow. Overshooting turns is another common reason for circling and it's also important to be
able to read your dog's loss of scent indications in order to know when backing up is
appropriate, but that's a whole 'nuther discussion.
It's all about reading your dog and knowing their behavior. We don't teach the dog how to do
it, we learn from our dogs how to follow!
Tracking Judge Terri Everwine

Ginny Wilson Book Review

Animals in Translation by Temple Grandin Ph.D.
(Dr. Grandin is a professor of animal science at Colorado University.)

A great non-fiction read for animal lovers!
Temple Grandin is an animal scientist and an autistic woman whose life work has been being a
proponent for the humane treatment of livestock for slaughter. Dr. Grandin is internationally
famous as a spokesperson on autism.
Dr. Grandin feels that animals are smarter than we think and I certainly agree with that,
although I don’t agree with all of her ideas. She believes that autistic people can think the way
animals think. She feels that she has a different perspective on animals because her brain
works differently, more like an animal brain.
In the first part of the book she tells a bit about herself and her work in slaughterhouses with
people who run them and the animals. I tend to not to want to think too deeply about
slaughtering animals so I didn’t really enjoy the parts about that. The great thing about
nonfiction is that you can skip around and read what interests you. One very interesting fact
was that all fifty of MacDonald’s slaughter houses are controlled closely by her. They insist on
humane slaughtering methods!
She delves into how she believes animals perceive the world, animal feelings, aggression, pain
and suffering and how animals think. Lots of her thinking is about dogs and horses. I was
interested in these thoughts because from her writing, I didn’t feel that she had studied dog
and horses or lived with them as much as a lot of us have. Most of her observations about
these, are from animals that other people own or studies she took part in or read.
Consequently, I thought maybe they weren’t entirely accurate, but she doesn’t say that they
are, these are her thoughts and observations. They are very interesting though.
Chapter 7 is Animal Genius: Extreme Talents, very interesting. she believes that some animals,
just like some people, have a form of genius. “Some animals have talents that are so
extraordinary they’re way past anything any ordinary human being could do, even with a lot of
hard work and practice,” “who are these animals?” Examples are some birds, forensic dogs,
seizure alert dogs etc. with some story’s about individual birds that have mastered some
advanced vocabulary, fascinating.
She ends the book with a chapter on behavior and training troubleshooting.
I totally recommend this book to animal lovers! ENJOY

In memory of Doonerak
Patti Richards
Doonerak - GrCh Ct-Atch Lighthouse Mystic Seaport GCG TT TDI RN OA OAJ MXP AJP THD
June 7, 2002 - September 19, 2018
How do you write about a friend who did everything with you and for you for over 16 years?
Aside from all of her accomplishments, Doonerak was my best friend. Through happy times
and very sad, hurtful times she was always there to let me cry into her fur or jump around and
be silly.
As a Therapy dog she worked with Children. Children with emotional issues, learning
disabilities and Autism.
When we would drive up to one of the schools that we worked at she would literally drag me to
the door. She didn’t even want to stop to do her business before we went in. She convinced a
little girl, who was so afraid of dogs that she wouldn’t come in the room the first day, that dogs
were gentle and loving.
She worried about a little autistic boy, who had a meltdown one day, so much that the teachers
allowed me to bring her to the door of the safe room to see that he was okay. When he saw
Doonerak he stopped screaming and held out his arms for her to come to him. She sat in a
chair next to a child who had shut down and would not do his work. They looked at each other
for several minutes and then the little boy picked up his pencil and did his work, while she
remained next to him.
She achieved the highest agility titles in AKC of any Chinook and earned her Ct-Atch in CPE
Agility. She ran her retirement run at 13.5 years old and not only finished the course but
qualified and got a 3rd place. That run is on YouTube should you be interested, search
Doonerak retirement.
Doonerak also worked as a model for In the Company of Dogs catalogs. She is in every
catalog wearing an embroidered collar. She was in many issues multiple times modeling
everything from sweaters to dog beds. She was also the cover girl for two issues.
She raised 19 pups of her own and then helped raise two litters each with her Daughters and
just three days before she passed, gave final instructions to her Great-Great Grandpups. She
cuddled them and slept with them and we watched as she silently taught them something.
Just before each one went home, they went and sat by her and they looked at each other for a
minute or two. I have no idea what passed between them but I am reasonably sure it was
“you be a great dog and remember I love you.”
She passed away in my arms as it should be. I miss her terribly but she lived a long happy life
filled with fun and many accomplishments.
Patti

Karen and Leika’s TDX Test Track Adventure
at the TCV Fall Test in Danby, VT
Last test track of the day and those nerves were sure going strong as we walked a long path to
the start area. I just couldn’t seem to quiet them.
I followed my usual start routine and harnessed my dog about 10 yards or so before the flag,
led my dog to the start, let her take scent and said “find it” and she turned back and began
eating grass. Eat, eat, eat…, eat, eat, eat…, eat, eat, eat…..she loves those tall blades of
grass and there sure are lots of them! Eat, eat, eat…., eat, eat, eat.
I’m wondering how long the judges will let her do this for??? Are we done before we even
start?
I began to think she wasn’t going to track today. That would be a first! Did she not feel well??
OR was it my nervousness she felt?? “Mom you’re acting strange” …eat ...eat, …eat, …eat,
…eat, …eat…, stressing me out more. How much more could she eat?? Seemed like five
minutes had passed, …. eat…, eat…, eat.
She eventually took scent, took a few steps forward and ate some more. Finally, off she went,
up the first leg making the first turn without hesitating, heading down the second leg and all of
a sudden pounced onto a vole. I think she had it between her paws and the deep grass. Down
her nose went for that chomp, chomp, gulp, but no, it must have gotten away. Yay, back to
tracking she went. She finished the 2nd leg making the turn onto the third leg without
hesitation.
Heading down the third leg and straight for the woods, where she made another turn up the
fourth leg right to a sock, sniffed it and looked at me, to ask, where’s my reward Mom? I felt
bad, but said “find it” and she then continued up the track until she veered off to the right
losing scent, or was the wind carrying the scent that way? Must be a turn here somewhere!
She circled around, made the turn and headed down the fourth leg right into the woods, down
past a big tree to a creek and stopped.
She sniffed around the right side of the creek and back up around the left side of the tree, but
definitely no scent there! Back towards the far right side of the creek, then back towards me
when she noticed “people”. Mom, there are people standing not too far behind you! Mom,
where did they come from??, what are they doing??, I think I will investigate…. taking a few
paw steps towards them, Mom, they don’t move! A couple more paw steps towards them, don’t
worry Mom, I will protect you..... bark, bark, bark; see…, I think they went away. Back she
came towards me and then stopped, looked back and listens. Are they really gone??
I have to get her attention off of them, so I say leave it; not sure that worked, how about “find
it!” “find it?” “find it!!”; let’s re-scent and see how that goes. I took out the sock and put it to
her nose and said “find it”, but she doesn’t seem to understand what I’m asking her to do. She
then moves towards her right and around a tiny tree with lots of tiny branches. Oh yes…, she
gets tangled, so I pass the lead around the tree just as she decides to go back around it the

other way. The lead is now caught around the tree and between those tiny branches and just
as I have it almost untangled, I hear, Mom “those people” are back! I’ll tell them to go away
again and a few paw steps towards them, bark, bark. Mom, I think that worked, but I’m going
to keep watching to make sure.
Oh, what to do to get her back to her job? Her focus is still on the direction of “those people”.
I say “find it”, “find it!” … “find it??” ………...find it!! ……….. FIND IT. Hmm… what to do
now…. Can I say “let’s go” or “forward”? Not sure, so back to “find it” in a lower voice, ….
“find it” in a higher voice.., “find it” in a sterner voice; she’s still focused on the direction of
those people, 100 find it’s later (nerves shot) this is definitely not working; so glad those
judges have patience.
Let’s try rescenting one more time.
I took out the neck warmer this time and as I put it to her nose, she took it in her mouth
thinking I wanted her to carry it. I took it out of her mouth, knelt down and let her bring her
nose to it to smell it (instead of me pushing it into her nose) and as soon as she put her nose
on it, I said “find it!”.
Now she understands, turns around and heads straight to the creek and in. Down the creek,
back up the creek (Hmmm, was she finding scent or looking for deeper water; she just loves to
swim!) then, out of the creek and straight back into the creek, sniffing the bank on the other
side and up she goes, pulling me up the steep high bank, right into tall thick brush at the top.
Couldn’t see over it, couldn’t see too far through it; guess we’re bushwhacking now! She’s
hopping through the brush, which was comical to watch, breaking track (and I’m wondering
how deep this could go) as she makes her way to a trampled area and out into an open field.
Phew… seems like we were in the woods FOREVER!!
She continued through the fifth leg where she came to another article, stopped and sniffed it,
again looking to me for her food reward. I’m feeling really, really bad now as I say “find it” one
more time and on she goes down the fifth leg, makes a turn and down the long sixth leg to
stop and lie down at a glove.
Yay!!
What relief it was to see that glove.
Mom, now do I get my reward??
Yes, back at the car she got a big food reward!!!
Karen and Leika Ferraro TDX

Annie Schneider Davis and Anja
What a year for Annie and Anja! A TD2 title at their Berner Specialty, followed by a TDU title at
Castleton University. Then the icing on the cake, a TDX title at our Fall Test!!

I couldn’t be more proud of my girl Anja.
At the Bernese Mountain Dog Club of America National specialty, we were the only pass for the TD/TDX
tracking trials. Old dogs rock.
She was the first dog to title at the National Specialty.
Next achievement was her TDU at Castleton in June.
And finally, a TDX with our club this fall was the best! Thank you for taking such lovely pictures!
She is the 56th Bernese dog to obtain a TDX and also one of the oldest. Onward for a VST next year.
Best,
Annie
This is from the Alpenhorn. ----→
The publication for our national club.
The first event of the National
specialty was the tracking on April 29.
There were four TD tracks and four
TDX.
Unfortunately, only one pass. Anja for

TD number two!

ECSCA National in St. Cloud, MN!
There were two obedience trials and two rally trials May 22.
Archer qualified in both Novice B obedience trials with a first place in each and finished his CD!!
Then he qualified in both Rally Advanced trials with a 2nd and a 3rd place finishing his Rally
Advanced title!! Then on Wednesday, May 23, he won his breed class!!

A group photo of the six Danby Pond and Whitfield dogs posing with all their ribbons.
Archer, the only orange and white dog is also wearing his new title medallion! Archer is now
Whitfield's Danger Zone BN CD RA TD CGCA TKN! - Emily McDermott

More great news from the Midwest!!
Busy and Mie were absolutely phenomenal Friday, May 18 at the ECSCA National tracking test at
Kinnikinic State Park in River Falls WI where they passed the TDX!! It was so exciting and wonderful
being there and watching Mie hold that final glove up in the air and wave it to the judges and the rest of
us!! Busy's start was phenomenal as she raced down the first leg with all the confidence in the
world. From that point on we lost sight of them in the fields and didn't see them again until
they emerged from the woods 20 or so minutes later. We saw them find the second intermediate article,
get past the cross tracks and make the final turn on the way to that all important final article the leather
GLOVE!! What a glorious moment that was!! Busy, TDX!!!! So very proud of you both!!
In all our years of tracking neither Mie
nor I have ever seen these kinds of
fields...dead, dry, tall, tangled wild
growing prairie grass. Unbelievable!
Looks just like the attached photo.
These apparently are standard tracking
conditions around here, and Busy
handled it like a pro!!
I talked to the judges later, and they
both commented that Mie and Busy
were super!
Quite a complement!!
Huge congratulations to Mie and Busy,
TDX, a super tracking team!! So very
proud of you both!!

Atka and I traveled to Kalamazoo, MI for the COA Specialty and the UKC Premier.
Atka added a few letters to his name by being chosen National Best of Breed. He was also chosen the
winner of the breed Top Ten competition. - Patti Richards

Congratulations to everyone on these wonderful achievements!

TCV’s June 2018 TDU Test
Tracking Club of Vermont's annual TDU took place on Saturday morning, June 23, 2018 at
Castleton University in Castleton, VT.
Judges were Arthur Twiss and Mie Kingsley for the 5 tracks plus an alternate track.
Track 1 the Bull Terrier had the misfortune of a person setting up a tag sale just alongside
the first leg of her track. Definitely a big distraction as the woman carried out boxes and
sporting equipment. The dog worked though it and to the 2nd corner but never quite settled
on the correct direction.
Track 2 the English cocker spaniel started along a building and a sidewalk. The nose went
down and never came back up again. He moved quickly down his first 2 legs and penciled his
corners. Along the long 3rd leg he had one area that he had to double check, and his handler
patiently let him work out the problem. A little more checking and a few big circles at the last
corner led him down a long grass swath to the awaiting glove.
Congrats to Emily McDermott and Whitfield's Danger Zone CD RA TD TDU CGCA
TKN! We believe Archer is the first English cocker to earn the TDU title.
Track 3 the GSD had a tough start along a busy campus road, including a passerby who
wanted to chat about the handsome doggy. He scented something across the road and was
determined to check it out.
Track 4 the Boxer had just earned her TDX at our spring test. She settled right in on the
scent and took off, forcing her handler (and judges and gallery) to keep up or be left in the
dirt. She raced through her 4 corners, over sidewalks, driveways and roads and nailed the end
glove behind Castleton Hall in a mere 6 minutes.
Congrats to Rio Demers and Raice TDX TDU!
Track 5 the Lab started next to an active campus building. She worked her way up the leg
and over sidewalks but got side tracked by some delicious trash and bunny poop (labs!)
Track 6 the Bernese Mountain Dog began at the gym and got some mileage out of the way
around a baseball diamond. The dog worked slowly and methodically towards the more
crowded dorm buildings. At one point the team briefly disappeared between 2 buildings,
heading in the wrong direction. But the dog quickly realized her error and zipped back to the
track. She did a bit more checking before picking the track back up and finishing her last
corner and leg.
Congrats to Annie Davis and almost 9 year old Edelweiss Annali von Black Creek CD
RA TD2 TDU CGCA! We believe Anja is only the 4th Bernese to earn a TDU.
Thank you to all the volunteers - Dee Bort Chair/Secretary/driver extraordinaire. Our smelly (in
a good way) tracklayers - Sandy Foley, Debbie Granquist and Dave Bargfrede. Hospitality
maven Ginny Wilson, tracklayer Uber service Laura Malinconico and Gallery wrangler Karen
Ferraro. And thank you to Ilene and Lynda Morgan for running the TDU workshop last
weekend, it was obvious that your advice and guidance helped many of the entrants.
Another successful TCV test in the books! Cheers, Mie

Arthur Twiss, Annie Davis, Anja and Mie Kingsley

TCV Fall 2018 TDX Test
Our TDX test on Oct. 14 had 4 teams earning their TDX Titles.
Anne Whitney and her German Shepard Urie Vom Sitz Der Hose TD NAP NJP ACT2, now TDX
Annie Davis and Berner Edelweiss Annali von Black Creek CD BN RA TD@ TDU CGCA FDC, now
TDX
Steve Mingus and Beagle Mingus Dynamite Daisy Blue RA TD MX MXJ CGC, now TDX
Karen Ferraro and German Shepard Leika TD, now TDX
Judges were Martha Campbell and Ray Desmarais. Thanks to the many club members who
helped put on this successful test!

TCV November 2018 TD Test
Our November 11, TD Test had 4 passes.
We had a raw, windy day on Saturday for track plotting. We were lucky that this test wasn’t
held a week later as the area experienced it’s first snow storm! Judges were Mie Kingsley
and Dorie Viguers. Many thanks to club members for helping with our last test of the year
with food, prizes, a unique draw and track laying!
Passing Teams:
Ann Borgstrom and her Nederlandse Kooikerhondje, Harten Zooul’s Supermoon Mane, now
TD
Nathalie Gilman and Labrador, BNK’s Remy de Grand Finale CD BN RAE OAP OJP OFP TK1
CGC RATM, now TD and VCD1
Katelyn Barber and Labrador Maranatha Katalyst’s No Time for Nice, now TD
Angela Evans and Berner Oleka’s Charlee She’s the One, FDC CGC, now TD

Meet Britain’s First Water Leak Sniffer Dog
A water utility in northwest England is adding a cocker spaniel
named Snipe to its arsenal of leak detection tools.
A process of adding extra chlorine to one of a series of glass pots containing
tap water was used to train Snipe on the type of smell he has to key in on out
in the field.

Water supplier United
Utilities, which serves about 3 million homes and 200,000 businesses in northwest England, is using a
16-month-old cocker spaniel named Snipe in trials to assess how well the dog can pinpoint water leaks
in rural areas where they are harder to detect.
Snipe’s owner, Ross Stephenson, has been training the dog for this since late last year.
“All I did was start off with normal tap water, and then put in extra chlorine levels to make it stronger,”
explaining the basic methodology for the training. “We just put a tiny bit of that in, so the dog
understands the strongest odor is the one we want him to find. We would have eight glass pots, one of
them would have (extra chlorine) in, and every time the dog sniffed that pot, he would get rewarded —
a tennis ball. What I had to do was take the pots outside first and start doing it in different
environments, and then I would take the pots away, have normal tap water, pour it on the ground and
get the dog to search that. We want the dog to sit or stand and stare where the source is. Try to get the
dog to stay there for 30 seconds, a ‘passive indication.’”
Stephenson owns a pest extermination company with business partner Luke Jones. Both men
previously served in the military with the Royal Veterinary Corps, where they used dogs to search for
weapons and explosives. They transferred those skills to their business, using dogs to sniff out bed
bugs. Now they’re adding water leaks.
“Using dogs to search for drugs and explosives is well known, but there are a host of other applications
that we are only just starting to explore,” Stephenson says. “We’re really excited by the progress Snipe
is making and we hope that soon water leak sniffer dogs will be a common sight.”
“All the principles are basically the same. It’s just a different setting. And less stress,” Jones adds of
transferring a dog’s smell detection training from military purposes to water leaks.
United Utilities’ tap water is one part chlorine per million parts water. A dog’s nose can detect one
particle of an odor or scent in a billion, so Snipe could be especially valuable in rural areas of extremely
wet northwest England, where differentiating between a leaky pipe or just a puddle out in a field can
be challenging, says Hannah Wardle, the utility’s regional leakage manager.
“This is where we hope Snipe will really come into his own, as his sensitive nose can detect mains water
at incredibly low concentrations,” Wardle said. “With leakage detection, it’s all about building up the
evidence using a range of different technologies. We’re trialing the use of satellites and drones to get a
bird’s eye view of a particular area, but the devil is in the details, and pinpointing the exact place to
start digging is more difficult than you might think. We are hoping within the next three months, we
will be in a position where the dog can be properly working for us finding leaks where we don’t know
where the location is already.”

News from other Clubs:
Burlington Obedience Training Club has provided a calendar of events. They will again be
sponsoring agility trials, tracking tests and a workshop, and their annual obedience trials.
For specifics, check their web site at www.botcvt.org

...........

TRACKING CLUB OF VERMONT 2019 EVENTS
Coming Soon!

New Members:
We welcome Linda McGuire, Joan Connell and Heidi Henderson as new members and look
forward to their participation in club activities!!

2019 Tracking Club of Vermont Officers and Board Members

President
Mie Kingsley
Vice President Charlene Lundeen
Secretary
Joyce Pedone
Treasurer
Pam Badger
Board Members: Dave Bargfrede, Beverly Matthew, Patty McWilliams,
Kathy Murphy and Ginny Wilson.

In Memory….

Chubbs and Doonerak
The trail is cold now but you have followed where I cannot go.
Nose to the ground, as always, running with fluid stride.
No harness to impede you, no handler to keep up,...
Only you and the scent of God who laid your track!

TCV Trivia
Katelyn Barber is the first handler in TCV history to collect the full set of
Shelvey Tracking Mugs! 😊

Please send your brags, news, items for sale, ads, pictures, etc….to Linda Shelvey for the next
Scentinel. shel@sover.net
Your contributions are greatly appreciated and make for an interesting, informative and
entertaining newsletter. Thank you!

Happy Tracking!

